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Abstract: The study is concerned about the withstand of the piping system at the 
Universiti Tun Hussein Onn (UTHM) Biodiesel Plant during operation using different 
pipe thicknesses against the variation of applied pressure. The range of the wall 
thickness used is 2.77 mm, 3.91 mm, and 5.54 mm which follow the ASME B36.10 
code and standard. Next, the piping selection characteristics are fully followed as 
actual at the UTHM biodiesel plant. The pipe material used is A53 B carbon steel 
pipe, actual dimension for length and height is at actual, the temperature design is 250 
oC, and the 8 to 12 bars operating pressure are applied. This study is performed using 
the Solid Works 2020 software simulation method. Two methods in simulations are 
being used which are Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for flow simulation and 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to analyze the static pressure. The CFD is functioning 
to recognize the highest point of the part along with the piping system for the selected 
applied pressure. The selected pipe is being tested and measured using the FEA 
simulation to investigate the maximum value of stress and strain to withstand the 
applied pressure. From the analysis, the elbow pipe is the highest-pressure point 
located for flow distribution along with the piping system. The study shows that the 
3.9 1mm wall thickness for the piping system that is used at the UTHM biodiesel 
plant is acceptable and comply with the ASME B36.10 code and standard. The result 
for the 2.77 mm and 5.54 mm wall thicknesses, it also acceptable but not economical 
in terms of safety and cost of the material. 
 
Keywords: Biodiesel Plant, Piping System, Wall Thickness, Pressure, CFD, FEA, 
Elbow Pipe 
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1. Introduction 

The plants consist of two categories of equipment which are rotating and static equipment[1]. The 
major equipment that is used in every type of plant is almost similar, but it depends on the process 
operation required. There are a lot of piping systems along with the pipe rack with a different working 
fluid and its pressure in the plant operation area. The piping system usually does not have specific detail 
drawings but comes out through a Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID). The piping is the 
system used to transport fluid or gasses mechanically from one location to another place [2]. 

This project aims to compare the capability of the piping system at different pressure tests. The 
pressure applied for this study is eight to twelve-bar. It is started by measuring the selected pipeline at 
the Biodiesel Pilot Plant of Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia. The pipeline is sketched using Solid 
Works 2020 software. Two method simulations are being used which are Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) and Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The purpose of this simulation is to investigate 
the capability of the wall thicknesses in the piping system based on the pressure applied. An elbow pipe 
usually has the highest-pressure stress located for the flow distribution pressure [3]. Meanwhile, this 
study also predicts the mechanical properties of the wall thicknesses using the FEA simulation method 
to minimize the maintenance cost for testing. It is more economical and practical by testing it using the 
simulation method. The pressure is applied from eight to twelve bars against the wall thickness selected 
for the A53B carbon steel pipe from the outlet boiler to the steam header at UTHM Biodiesel Plant. 

 
Figure 1: 2-inch A53 B carbon steel pipe outlet boiler to the steam header 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

The material for the piping system selected is the A53 B Carbon Steel Pipe. This piping selected is 
the flow for the steam pressure from the outlet boiler to the steam header. This pipe is following The 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) B36.10 piping code and standard. There are three 
different wall thicknesses of the pipe being analyzed which are 2.77mm, 3.91mm, and 5.54mm (refer 
to appendix A). This A53 B carbon steel pipe used is 2 inches for its diameter nominal (DN). This 
material has an allowable pressure based on the American Society Testing Materials (ASTM) code and 
the standard depends on the size of the piping selection. For 2-inch nominal pipe size (NPS), the 
allowable pressure is 3177psi or 21905kPa. This material of pipe has various grades, and the most 
common industrial piping material is a low carbon steel used [4]. Moreover, the carbon steel material 
for making a pipe is also famous material that has been chosen for pipelines [5].  

2.2 Research Flow Chart 

The flow chart is one of the quality tools to understand the process by showing all the project flow. 
This flowchart below shows the starting of the project start until the end of the result is achieved. 
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 Figure 2: Process flowchart for this study  

2.3 Collect for the Actual Data at the Area Selection 

The first step to start for this project is by surveying the piping selection located at the UTHM 
biodiesel plant. Then the piping must be measured for the dimension, the material of the pipe, and the 
other parameter to simulate it using the actual value. The measuring tools that are used to measure all 
the dimensions are by using a measuring tape, ruler, vernier caliper, and the ballpen. Besides that, the 
P&ID also identify to recognize the material and the pipe size.  

       
Figure 3: UTHM Biodiesel Plant                Figure 4: P&ID for UTHM Boiler  
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     Figure 4: OD for Pipe Size             Figure 5: Flange Thickness                   Figure 6: Flange OD Size 

2.4 Data Collection 

Table 1 shows the data collection for non-physically measurement. All the information collected 
is important to be used during the simulation process of Solid Works software. 

 Table 1: Specification for the outlet boiler to the steam header pipeline  

No. Specification Dimension / Information 
1. Working Fluid Steam 
2. Maximum Allowable Working Pressure 10 Bar 
3. Design Temperature 250oC 
4. Boiler Weight Dry- 3940kg 
5. Fuel Used Diesel 

 
2.5 Preparation for 3D Model in Software 

 The parts of the pipeline were sketched using Solid Works 2020 software. All the dimensions of the 
parts are following the actual dimension that was already measured and recognized during the survey 
and collecting the data at the UTHM biodiesel plant. The table below shows the parts for this study 
before the assemble all the parts to be a complete model before testing. 

Table 2: Parts of the piping system from outlet boiler to the steam header 

 
a. Flange 

 

 
b. First Vertical Pipe Outlet the Steam Boiler 

 

    
c. Elbow 900 

 
d. Horizontal Pipe 
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e. Vertical Pipe attaches with the Steam Header 

 
f. Pin 

 

After all the parts are built up, then all the parts are assembled to be one piping system same as actual 
at the UTHM biodiesel plant. The figure below shows an example of a piping system related to one 
value of the wall thickness of the pipe. The model is very crucial to be finished to do the simulation and 
analysis of the model for the various pressure applied in the piping system. 

 

 Figure 7: Complete model for one piping system in Solid Works 2020 software  

Figure 7 above shows the one complete piping system from the outlet boiler to the steam header, 
but it is only for one wall thicknesses. From this model, there is three wall thickness that is analyzed 
and simulated which is 2.77 mm, 3.91 mm, and 5.54 mm. These difference wall thicknesses will be 
analyzed against the differential pressure applied to predict the withstand of the piping system. As 
mentioned earlier in this study, there are two simulations used using Solid Works Software which are 
FEA and CFD. The CFD is simulated first to recognize the highest pressure located along with the 
piping system and FEA is to simulate the static pressure to get the result. This study is not toward the 
empirical method and only the simulation method being used. 

2.6 Simulation Method 

a) Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

The CFD is a method of simulation to study the flow along with the piping system. The parameters 
measured for this study are pressure and velocity distribution. For the pressure distribution, the 
researcher could verify the highest point of the critical part to be carried forward that part to do 
simulation for static pressure. Meanwhile, the velocity distribution could identify the hypothesis 
between pressure applied against the velocity in the pipeline. Table 2 below show the pressure and 
velocity distribution form. 
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Table 2: Pressure and velocity distribution form 

Wall Thickness 
(mm) 

Pressure Distribution Velocity Distribution 
Min Max Min Max 

2.77     
3.91     
5.54     

b) Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 

The FEA test is simulated to test the static pressure for the part that is selected. There is a two-
parameter that needs to be analyzed for this study which is the stress and strain. Usually, the weak point 
for the part during pressure test in CFD is the elbow part.[3] Table 3 below shows the FEA result form 
for 8, 10, and 12 bars pressure applied for these difference wall thicknesses measured. 

Table 3: FEA Simulation Test 

Wall Thickness 
(mm) 

Stress Strain 
Min Max Min Max 

2.77     
3.91     
5.54     

 

2.7 Equation for Flow in Pipe 

The equation for the flow in the pipeline is Reynold Number. Reynold number is stated as the value 
that could be reference the flow in the system whether it is laminar, transient, or turbulent. Moreover, 
this equation also could be a reference as the effect of pressure applied toward the rate of velocity in 
the piping system. The equation that is used is shown below [6]. 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓
𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓

=
𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷

ѵ
=

𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷
𝜇𝜇

    𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. 1 

ρ = density of fluid (kg/m3) 
v = velocity (m/s) 
D= diameter inlet pipe (m) 
μ = viscosity (kg/m. s) 
ѵ = kinematic viscosity (m2/s) = 𝜇𝜇

𝜌𝜌
 

3. Results and Discussion 

There is two simulations method are applied for this study to recognize the result for the condition 
of the piping system selected. The pressure and the velocity distribution will be applied in CFD first to 
get the result. Then the part selected will be analyzed and investigated in static pressure simulation 
called FEA test which it the certain pressure selected are applied. Then the withstand of the structure 
behavior could be found whether it is already fixed and suitable as the actual UTHM biodiesel plant or 
could be some improvement or vice versa. 

3.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics Result 

a) Pressure Distribution 

Table 4 below CFD simulation is for the pressure distribution from the outlet of the fire tube boiler 
to the steam header. The pressure applied is 10 bar and applied for three different wall thicknesses of 
the piping system. The result shows that the first elbow part is the highest point of the maximum stress 
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or the weak point among the other parts in the piping system. The value of pressure distribution that is 
approximately using the manual probe which is nearest to the maximum value is the elbow parts for all 
the wall thicknesses being tested. The pressure applied is 10 bar, meanwhile for the 8 and 12 bars 
pressure distribution applied, the result still gets the same. The maximum stress occurred at the elbow 
of pipelines so that the failure of the elbow was before that of straight pipes, and the elbow was the 
weakest in the pipelines[3]. 

Table 4: Pressure distribution at 10 bar pressure 

Wall 
Thickness 

Flow in Pipeline (Pressure Distribution) Manual Probe Minimum to 
Maximum Value 

2.77mm 

   
3.91mm 

   
5.54mm 

   

Table 4 above shows the elbow is the part that recognizes to be simulated using the FEA test for 
the static pressure which represents the withstand for the whole piping system. Besides that, this figure 
shows that the earlier stage in the pipeline is critical for the pressure that starts to build up and the 
pressure will drop or reduce at the end of the piping system due to the pressure loss in the pipeline. 
Although there is a red contour at the earlier stage which represents the highest part for the pressure 
distribution, the manual probe proved that the highest-pressure distribution located is at the elbow joint 
for all the different thicknesses of the pipeline. 

b) Velocity Distribution 

This comparison is to investigate the rate of velocity against the pressure applied. Besides that, the 
wall thickness selected is 2.77 mm as the constant data. The simulation is comparing the simulation 
method and the calculation to identify the trend of the velocity when pressure is applied in the piping 
system. Table 5 below shows the pressure applied and the result for the velocity distribution in the 
piping system. 
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Table 5: Pressure Applied for the Velocity Distribution 

Pressure Applied Fluid in Pipeline (Velocity Distribution) Minimum and Maximum Value 
8 bars 

  
10 bars 

  
12 bars 

  

Table 5 shows the differential pressure applied to one of the wall thicknesses for the piping system. 
The wall thickness selected is 2.77mm as the constant data. The difference in velocity of flow is shown 
by the color of the contour scale. At the earlier stage, the velocity starts from low to high. The pressure 
started to build up at the initial and increase in ascending order. At the end of the pipeline for all the 
different wall thicknesses is the highest of the velocity distribution. The more pressure or force for 
velocity distribution applied, the increase of the velocity occurs. Meanwhile for the pressure, when the 
pressure is applied in constant condition and continuously applied, so that, the velocity also will increase 
according to the value of pressure applied. 

Then, the calculation method is generated to compare the trend of the simulation for the velocity 
distribution against the pressure that is continuously applied. The calculation is used the Reynold 
Number’s equation for the constant wall thickness and differential pressure applied.  

For 8 bars pressure, 
𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷

𝜇𝜇
 

ρ = 4.162 kg/m3 (refer Appendix B) 
v = 369.767 m/s 
D= 0.00277 m 
μ = 0.000015 kg/m.s (refer Appendix B) 

=  
(4.1627𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚3)(369.767𝑚𝑚/𝑓𝑓)(0.00277𝑚𝑚)

0.000015𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚. 𝑓𝑓
 

= 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐. 𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓 
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For 10 bars pressure,  

ρ = 5.147 kg/m3 
v = 369.767 m/s 
D= 0.00277m 
μ = 0.000015 kg/m.s 

=
(5.1627𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚3)(369.767𝑚𝑚/𝑓𝑓)(0.00277𝑚𝑚)

0.000015𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚. 𝑓𝑓
 

= 𝟑𝟑𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓. 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 

For 12 bars pressure,  

ρ = 6.147 kg/m3 
v = 369.767 m/s 
D= 0.00277m 
μ = 0.000015 kg/m.s 

=
(6.147𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚3)(369.767𝑚𝑚/𝑓𝑓)(0.00277𝑚𝑚)

0.000015𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚. 𝑓𝑓
 

= 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟑𝟑𝟓𝟓𝟑𝟑. 𝟐𝟐𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 

As the data obtained for the simulation and the velocity distribution calculation, it can be proved 
that the result for each method is directly proportional, and the trend increases. The higher the value of 
the pressure constantly applied, the more the velocity is occurring increment according to the value of 
the force that applied. As mentioned by Qin (2017), when more flow distribution of the fluid is applied, 
it is related to its velocity which is the higher the velocity of working fluid and vice versa [7]. 

3.2 Finite Element Analysis Result 

The FEA test is the next procedure for the part selected to be analyzed for the static pressure. This 
part is being simulated to identify the capability for the pipe to weak stand the pressure or vice versa. 
In this FEA simulation test, there are a few parameters that are required to collect the data which are 
the stress and strain analysis. All the thicknesses are being simulated and analyzed. Then, the 
comparison for the thickness against the parameters will be analyzed to recognize the most reasonable 
for the thickness used at the piping system. The result could be achieved by analyzing the contour scale 
for the maximum and minimum values of each of the thicknesses. 

a) Stress Analysis 

The stress simulation is one of the static pressures that is applied for the elbow fitting to identify 
the withstand for this pipe. The stress analysis is related to the strength of the material which is called 
yield strength, so the withstand of the pipe fitting could be recognized when the simulation is tested. 
Table 6 below shows the example for 8 bars pressures against all the pipe wall thicknesses to recognize 
the withstand of the elbow pipe. The other pressure applied is not mentioned due to the same trend 
result for the bar chart. Moreover, all the stress data against the pressure applied selected are combined 
at the comparison between the data obtained for stress analysis. 
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Table 6: Stress Simulation Result for 8 bars pressure 
 

Wall Thickness Condition of Elbow Scale of Probe 
2.77mm 

  
3.91mm 

  
5.54mm 

  

Table 7: Von Mises at 8 bar pressure applied 

Wall Thickness (mm) Stress Analysis (N/m2) 
Minimum Maximum 

2.77 6.68E+04 6.110E+07 
3.91 4.48E+04 4.053E+07 
5.54 8.93E+04 3.359E+07 

Table 6 and 7 above shows the stress value at 8 bars applied against the different wall thicknesses 
for the elbow part. The result shows that the lowest the wall thicknesses so that the highest the value of 
the stress obtained on the elbow pipe. However, the stress is related to the strength of the materials 
which is called the yield strength. As shown at the contour scale above, the value of the yield strength 
is 2.482E+08 N/m2. So, that, the static pressure testing at 8 bars pressure applied for all the piping 
systems with different wall thicknesses is still in good condition and not occur failure due to the value 
of the maximum for all the piping system is not over that the value of yield strength. All the other 
pressure tested for von misses stress are obtained at the analysis for the comparison later. 

a) Strain Analysis 

The analysis for the strain is done to recognize the change of the shape of the pipe fitting when the 
pressure is applied. It is important because it can define the deformation of the pipe fitting during in 
simulation test. The result for strain analysis is shown for the 8 bars pressure applied. Meanwhile, for 
the other pressure selected are obtained at the bar chart for the comparison between the strain analysis 
against pressure applied which is combined it for all the strain data. It is because the trend is same for 
the strain result for the other pressure applied. 
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Table 9: Strain simulation result for 8 bars pressure 

Wall Thickness Condition of Elbow Scale of Probe 
2.77mm 

  
3.91mm 

  
5.54mm 

  

Table 10: Strain analysis at 8 bars pressure 

Wall Thickness (mm) Stress Analysis (N/m2) 
Minimum Maximum 

2.77 6.68E+04 6.110E+07 
3.91 4.48E+04 4.053E+07 
5.54 8.93E+04 3.359E+07 

Table 9 and 10 above shows the example of the strain analysis result for 8 bar pressure applied against 
the different wall thicknesses of the elbow part. As the values are obtained, when the wall thicknesses 
of the elbow pipe are high or thickest, the maximum value for the strain is the lowest among the other 
wall thicknesses being tested. It is because, when the material has the highest thickness so that the 
deformation occurs for the elbows is the minimum and the lowest among the others and it could be 
proved by the data obtained after the static pressure simulation is tested. 

3.3 Comparison Between Data Collection 

a) Comparison on von mises stress against wall thicknesses for 8, 10, and 12 bar pressure applied 

All the data are obtained and analyzed for each of the wall thicknesses against all the pressure 
applied, then the comparison also being made to make it clear and more accurate. All the data of the 
stress analysis are combined to discuss the condition for each wall thicknesses of the elbow part that 
represented also for the piping system. Figure 8 below shows the bar charts for the comparison of the 
stress analysis being made. 
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Figure 8: Table Comparison for stress analysis among the different thickness and pressure 

Figure 8 above shows the bar graph shows all the wall thicknesses against the pressure applied are 
tally for the trend of the graph. It means the bar chart show for each of the wall thicknesses, when the 
pressure applied is increased so that the stress value also will increase. For example, the 3.91mm wall 
thickness at 8 bar pressure is at 4.053E+07 N/m2 then, when 10 bar pressure is applied for this thickness, 
the stress value increase to 5.08E+07 N/m2, and for the highest pressure applied which is 12-bars, the 
stress value for this wall thickness is6.084E+07 N/m2. Moreover, this result is the same goes for the 
other thicknesses measured. However, all of these wall thicknesses are still in good condition during 
plant operating and not occur any failure for the pipe fitting because of the stress value still not achieved 
or over the limit value of the yield strength of this material.  

b) The comparison of strain value against wall thicknesses for 8, 10, and 12 bar pressure applied. 

The second comparison is made for strain value against the wall thickness as the pressure applied 
for 8, 10, and 12 bars. All the strain values for each of the wall thicknesses are combined to verify and 
identify it for more detail. 

 

Figure 9: Comparison for strain analysis among the different thickness and pressure 
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The figure 9 above show the bar chart for the comparison of the wall thickness against the strain 
value for all the pressure applied. This chart is constructed to become more clear to see the visual of the 
value for each of the thickness of elbow against the result of the strain value. As the discussion that is 
being made, all of the thicknesses are a mostly same trend which is in ascending order. However, the 
thinnest of the wall thickness is the highest value for the strain parameter, or called deformation for the 
pipe when each pressure is applied.   As the chart obtained, the condition for these wall thickness against 
the strain value could describe it as the higher the wall thickness, the less the deformation occurs while 
when the pressure applied increases, the strain value is also proportional to it. 

4. Conclusion 

The study concludes that the wall thickness for the default piping system outlet the boiler that is 
used at the UTHM biodiesel pilot plant is already the exact and acceptable selection. As the pressure is 
applied at the normal operating procedure, which is 10 bars, the yield strength of the material is still not 
over than it. When the highest pressure for this study is applied in the pipe system, the wall thickness 
still has capability on it. As the piping system is not failed. It is tally with the B36.10 ASME code and 
standard that has applied at the UTHM biodiesel pilot plant. 

For the wall thicknesses, the 2-inch schedule 40 is the most efficient among the others. The 3.91mm 
wall thickness for the piping system that is already used at the UTHM biodiesel plant is acceptable and 
comply with the ASME B36.10 code and standard as it is successful to withstand the pressure applied. 
For 2.77mm and 5.54mm wall thicknesses, it also not fails but must consider the safety factor and also 
the over-specification factor-related for the cost of the material. This study is in the right path due to 
the result obtained which is when the pressure applied is increase, so that the strain increase, and when 
the strain increases, so that the stress value also increases. The appropriate design safety factors should 
be prescribed to reach this target safety level, but also to avoid unnecessary conservatism [8]. 
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Appendix A (Pipe Schedule) 
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Appendix B (Steam Table Properties) 
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